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POAOZ : 'O KoXoaadg.
RHODES: The Colossus

RHODES: Le Colosse

RHODOS: Der Koloss
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(A!^ PAS , ;o have been so long in acknowledging your handsome
Metopes of the Temple of Athena at Ilion. and your

irch 3 last, which announced that youm book was on

been much pressed by both personal and professional

3 time, and have not yet found time to study the book,

soon, however, since I am much preoccupied at present

bars,
1

ifhile, I am soading you en ofiprint of my chapter in

I I on the Antikythera Wreck. It is partly concerned with

j ly, though of a period rather late for your interents.
I ihat you are to be at the Institute of Fine Arts in

,thie acadymio year, I was there just about a year ago,

when it was host to th- Annual Meeting of the Amerioan ^^esearch Center in

Egypt. I had not been inside the building since about 1925, when I had

lunch there with Doris Duke, whose arithmetic teacher I was, at the

Breatley School. It was her loth birthday, I t dnk. She .vss a nice quiet

girl and a good student.

vTith best wishes for a very good year.

Yours sincerely.

Virginia ''race
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November 15, 1965 (J^ ,p

[£iss Beatrice Holden /
800 Second Avenue |
New York 17, N.Y., U. S. A.

Dear Miss Holden:

I am sorry to have been bo long in acknowledging your hands(

publication. The Metopes of the Temple of Athena at Ilion, and your

nice letter of March 3 last, which announced that youn book was on

its way, I have been much pressed by both personal and professional

urgencies in this time, and have not yet found time to study the book,

I hope to do so soon, however, since I am much preoccupied at present

witlji Rhodian matters.

In the meg,nwhile, I am sending you an offprint of my chapter in

our now monograph on the Antikythera Wreck. It is partly concerned with

Rhodian chronology, though of a period rather late for your interests.

It ie fine that you are to be at the Institute of Fine Arts in

New York through this aoadomio year. I was there just about a year ago,
when it was host to th- Annual Meeting of the American Research Center in

Egypt, I had not been inside the building since about 1925, when I had

lunch there with Doris Duke, whose arithmetic teacher I was, at the

Breatley School. It was her 13th birthday, I t dnk. She was a nioe quiet
girl and a good student.

With best wishes for a very good year.

Yours sincerely.

lomo

Virginia ^^raoe

S.cJX



800 Second Avenue

New York I7

March 8, 1965

Miss Virginia Grace
American School of Classical Studies

53 Soudias Street

Athens, Greece

Dear Miss Grace:

At long last I am able to send you a copy of my thesis
"The Metopes of the Temple of Athena at Ilion", which you so kind
ly helped me with a year ago. Although only one of the photographs
of Amphora Stamps appears in the monograph, the others which you
sent me were of invaluable assistance. I also do not know what

I would have done without your lengthy letter giving me information
and dates for these Rhodian Stamps.

Next year I plan to continue with my studies of Art
History and Archaeology at the Institute of Fine Arts in New York
and, at that time, perhaps I shall have the opportunity to in
volve myself further in the art of Rhodes and in Amphora Stamps.
Any ideas you have after reading through this study will be of
great value to me when I continue in these areas, and I shall value
your opinions highly.

Thank you again for all of your time and trouble in
this matter. Without your advice and help it certainly would not
have been possible.

Yours sincerely.

Beatrice Holden

5.03



^ \ Miss Beatrice Holden
1 Sutton Place South.
New York 22, New York

September 29, 1963

Miss Virginia G-race
Agora Excavations
American School of Classical Studies
Athens, Greece

Dear Miss Grace:

This is just a brief note to thank
you again for all the assistance which you
have so graciously given me. I really do
not know how else I should have come by
my information on amphora stamps.

You will find enclosed photograph
number 2. It was hidden away with some
other pictures and illuded me when I ga
thered together the others to return to
you. I am ashamed to admit that as of the
moment I still can not find number 9. I
do not intend to use it and as soon as it
reappears I shall mail it to you.

Your photograph from the publication ,
Hesperia arrived the other day and is mar
vellously clear. Thank you also for the
illustration of the Alexandrian stamp. Prom
the three pictures of this stamp which I
now possess, I am able to gain a clear
idea of the work they all represent.

Thank you again for everything.
With kind regards,

Beatrice Holden
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September 11, 1963

^ •
•rl

_p ^ MisB Beatrice Hoiden
3 1 Button Plaoe South

^ Now York 22, N.Y., U. S. A.
• o

•H Dear Mias Holden:

OQ

♦Tl

g ^ Thank you for ycwr latter of August 22. You are welcome to publish
J ®^ w my print (from my film 129,26), You should cite previous publioation in
P ^ to yourself
« BOH, and acknowledge permission-to publish from Dr. John Kondis. yesterday
- §g ® KLra . Potropoulakou telephoned to him to ask this for you, and ha gave his

I "^ ^ permission. He it ooaoemnd because the object was found in Rhodes ^nd ia
e CO

, stored there by the Archaeological Service, aaad though no longer posted in

^ Rhodes, he is still the responsible official there.

A print is being made for you of the photograph in Hesperia III, pl.i,
^ ^ •ri

g +* " will follow along when our dark room has time to do it, probably within

o u
•P 9

§M «-•

•^^js i
I
(P ii
u ^
at

3 O B S two or three weeks* In the meanwhile I enclose a print of my film 306.24
5 3 ,fi !><

5 ^ which shows another impression of this type on a handle in the Kusae Greoo-
• ^

is I Remain in Alexandria, Note that the photo in Hesp.III is at twioe actual aise.
a I S§ amphoras which bore this type, which contains oponym and fhbrioant
g-g ° f "*»•» ®n<l oponym*8 title, evidently had on their other handle a similar tvna

S o ®
o "^^9 same devioe and as legend the month name missing from what might be

9 O

plotures). Cf. Hasp, m, p.298, nt
©e S) *

5 o ^ e9»i picture of one of thee® month etamps with the
p

« ® quadriga, see Clara Rhodos I, p.36, fig.l5.

Thank you for sending baok the photos not needed. . You must have received
Mr.. P,tropoul«c,u>i l,tt.r .f D.,, 14, 1363, aoto^ledgiBg tha other, yoa
rotomod. I think you .till har. the photo, listed a. 2and 9of the list in

® "H »0
MM aJ

1*1 J
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Beatrice Holden
1 Button Place South
New York 22, New York
August 22, 1963

Miss Virginia Grace
American School of Classical Studies
Athens, Greece

Dear Miss Grace,

Once again it seems, I must avail myself of your kindness
in regard to Rhodian amphora stamps. My thesis commenced last
summer is finished and Smith College, on Mrs, Lehmann's ad
vice, is considering publishing it in a new series of scho
larly monographs. For this reason, I now ask your permission
to publish the photograph you sent me of the amphora stamp
bearing imprint of Helios and his quadriga. This particular
example, I believe, is photograph number 129.26 in your col-|'li3^tt
lection and appeared in the BCH of 1952.

I was wondering also if you still have a photograph of the
stamp, likewise depicting Helios and quadriga which you publis
hed in Hesperia 193^, pi.I. I had a polaroid copy taken from
the periodical which was adequate for the thesis, but which
is not clear enough for publication.

You will find enclosed in this letter the remainder of
the photographs of amphora stamps which you sent me in Novem
ber. I kept them to study, but decided not to include them in
the finished work. Amongst them is one of a Roman lamp handle
which was sent to me by Mr. Benachi. Perhaps he would like to
have it back also. I can not thank you enough for all you
assistance in this complicated subject. It was of great value
to me and was very much appreciated. I am sorry that I was un
able to visit Greece this summer and as a result missed the
opportunity of speaking with you in person. Perhaps, though
next year I shall be able to make the trip.

Yours sincerely,

>«<CCr7a

Beatrice Holden
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Miss Beatrirce Holden
Talbot House

Smith College
Northampton, Mass. U.S.A.

Dear Miss Holden*

M-r-c (<o s
TVP/TlS

Decsnbor 14, 1962

I am writing to you on behalf of Miss Virginia Grace to thank you

for your letter and for the returned prints of the photographs you do not

need.

Miss Grace would like you to keep the prints you need eind not to

take the trouble to reproduce them.

Sincerely yours,

Maria Petropoulakou

.j4;

2.o<^

-v.; • i

•> M, .%!

4 - i;A. •••

, • i

.o/'-
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\f Beatrice Holden

Talbot House
Smith College
Northampton, Mass.
Dec. 8, 1962

3-^1

Miss Virginia Grace
American School of Classical Studies
AtViens, Greece

Dear Miss Grace,

Thank you for your letter of November 19, with its discus
sion of Rhodian amphora stamps. I am truly indebted to you for
all the time and thought you must have put into compiling the
photographs and material for me. Although I have not yet had the
opportunity to look into all the references you mentioned, and to
study certain of the stamps as thoroughly as I intend to, I can
tell that they will be extremely useful.

I am enclosing several of the photographs which will not m
have any bearing on my thesis, and hope that you will not be in-
convenienced by my retaining the others until the middle of Jan-
uary. ¥e have at Smith a Polaroid machine which does a good job '-Ut—^
at making photographic copies, but unfortunately the girl who
operates it has been ill, and now is in the midst of her mid- ^ i^XJ-
year examinations. She will not be able to make duplicates until ^
January 14 when she returns from Christmas vacation. If for any /r^t- ^
reason you have need of certain of the photograpte which I have
retained, please let me know and I will have them photographed
professionally and return them immediately. If I do not hear
from you to the contrary, I shall assume that I have your per
mission to keep them for approximately another six weeks after
which time I shall return them all to you.

For the time being at least I am not considering publication,
but am grateful in any case to Mr. Benachi for his permission.
It is my hope this coming summer to be in Greece, and I look
foreward to the opportunity of studying first hand some of the
stamps in collections there. I do not intend to pursue in a ser
ious fashion the subject of amphora stamps,but in working with
the problem of Helios have become fascinated with them and with
the work you have been doing. I can not thank you enough for the
trouble you have gone to for me. I was quite overwhelmed when I
saw all the photographs, and am now finding them extremely useful.
If you do need any of the others earlier than January I shall be
at the following address: 1 Sutton Place S. N., Y. C. 22. and will
send them immediately.

Yours sincerely, -

Beatrice Holden
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Novenbar 19, 1962

Miss Boatrice Hoidan

Talbot House

Smith College
Hoirthampton, Mass., U. S* A.

Dear Miss Holden,

Thank you for your letter of November 12, with an aooount of your thesis

subject, the start of work on. it# and your interest arising from it in amphora

stamps having representations of Helios*

No special study has been published of stamps with this device, so far as

I know; I do not keep up fully with Russian publications, which are many in

ny field* An old one of these gives the best assembled assortment of stamps

with this device, though without any attempt to date them; S*M*Pridik,

Inventory-Catalogue of the/fetamps on the handles and necks of Amphorae, and on

Bricks, of the Hermitage CollactAon. Petrograd, 1917, pl*I, nos. 6-13. If you

have access to this book (which is in Ruisieca) 1 can give you notes ^ the dates

of the individual stamps* This plate would shov/ you I fear the rather general

inadwquacy of amphora stamps for your purposes, in that the features of the

Helios head are generally dim*

ffe have here a vary large repertory of stamp types with this device, but

not very many in which details can be picked out, Furthormore, the majority of

our types are illustrated in our files by rubbings ohly, not by photographs; and
even if there is one. ^it is not always practical to spare a photography However, I have nade a selection

for you, here enclosed, and here thayxaxw, beginning with the earliest;

nas» handle photo date, eto.

1) KAAJilKPATIAAS I, epon, N265 BM 5 (Athens) 525*16^ let quarter 3rd Rr
Aphendriks. 36*29 30,6 oa, 3/4 3rd B.C. * *

2) (none)^—



API2TSKIAAZ, epotie

SENOfMTOZ II, epouo

5IA0A/JT02, epOTL.

t<^.\^, X-

hemdle

Krokodeilopolis 16

EGA 525 (Athens)

handle in Jerusalem

v/- PMCTO ftSTDf2,'^P^

—

photo ^ date
385.27*/
l>ia»t» ca. 3/4 Srd E.C

O'/J

IL»

153.10 ^

,vr507.17 (of cast) late Srd - early 2nd

6

•<

KAAAIKPATIAAS II,' epm . N 265 SM 20 (Athens) 525.11''' OB en

7 6SAIAHT02, epon. N 229 SM 1 (Athens) 523.32'^ probably about 190 3,0.

8 aniKPATHZ TD 2266 (Oelos) 189.17 / oa. 180-150 BoCo

ifi 9)3Y§PAN2P AVG 492 (Alexandria) 14.35 ca, 3/4 2nd

10 EIPIRJAIOZ Benachi coll. (Alexandria) ca, 4/4 2nd

Hi KAAAIANAS (epon.) AVG 1044 (Alexandria) 363.18^ late 2nd or early 1st

12 none? Benachi coll. (Alex.) Benachi

345.38^ 39*^
oa, early Ist

15 nono II tl 1st B.C.

In general: stamps are at actual size in photos save for (10) and (12). No/8
from the encloead (no print available now)

has bean published, a different photograph.whioh is better lighted for the device.
A

see J^H LKXVI, 1952, pi. XXII, no.23, and of text p.537, No. 2 is on the handle of

a fractioial-sized Rhodian amphora found in Cyprusj it is no. 29 of the finds in

Tomb 36 at Aphendrika; see Report of the Dapartment of AntiquitieR, Cypms, 1937..

1939, Nicosia, 1949, p,65, no.29j p.107, Typo 4 under Wine Jars, p.108, fig. 57^2

(a drawn profile of the small amphora, of which the height is about 0.46 m.). The
stamps - there were impressions of tho same die one on eaoh handle - are not illua-

traced. For dating the tomb, p.63, we aro referred to a^ooin said to date about
240 B.C.j no illustration or reference for the coin. However, the shape of the
amphora suits me at present for the third quarter of the Srd century. On dates in
general, they are subject to rorisiaa, and are based 00 much unpublished evidence*
for the Srd century, a recent publication on finds from the Koroni peudnsuU (Hesporia
1962, pp.26 ff.) suggests a revision downward of about 40 years, but I am still
with the chronology of H. A. Thompson, Heaperia 1934, pp.311 ff,

I add <». mor. photo. 129.26. ahoalag a handla ia Rhoda, ,1th a dlfforant
lmpr.a.i« of tha quadriga ataiq, m aauperia 19M, pi, i.

been published, see ^ 1952. p.524, Inoidsntallv. tha dnt«
„ date proposed for th< s <.4./ (... ^ r- 1or this stamp'.yi

)
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in Has peria 1934, p. 298, la perhaps to be revised upward to about 225-220 B.C.

Ihe enclosed photographs give as good a selection as I can to show you what
P.hodian

there might be for you ii^ainphora stamps. The details are no doubt {»rtly dicta
ted by the individual potter's (nanufaoturer's) f&ney, since devices in Rhodian

amphora stamps identify the maker and not (as for instance in Sinopean stamps) the

dating magistrate, even though they may appeea only in the eponym stamp, ^ the pair
in fig. 25 of ny Picture Book Ko.b, Although I assign certain Rhodian stamps to

the last quarter of the 4th century, and a few of these have the rose as device, I

know of none with the head of hoUos as early as this. Apparently following the

summary little bust in No. 1 of the enclosed photos, through a good part of the first

half of the 3rd century - I have 33 eponym terms listed - a symbol is;^ used to

represent iielios: for a ^ood example see another enclosed photo,521.2 (picture of

a handle in the National Museum, Athens, N 212 BM 10) j and m this davico, see

Nilsson (op.cit. by you), p.155.

The radiate head,of Helios I assume, appears also in a few stamps from places

other than Rhodes, i.e. in one type of Thasoa and in two or three of Slnopo. Thasos:
(on two examples of the same type

see Pridik, op. oit^vp.l above), pi, II, 12 and IS. One of these.- the less clear
head of Hsiios

as to the .snrixa - is reproduced in A. eind A.-M. Ban, Timbibes Amphoriques dc Thasos
1342

(Paris 1957), p.338, no.i44S; and also by myself in AJA L 1946, p. 32, no.3,/see' p.

35 flor commont on these stamps with phiale plus a second device/, I am not sure

now that these were the first Thasian stamps, but I would still like to ,put them in

the late 5th century; when the head of Helios might be taken as a friendly gesture

to the new Rhodian state, though this is not the basis of dating. In stamps of

Sinope, the radiate head identifies the astynomos (dx local ihcti: eptnym) B0PY2 of

Grakov's Group III, and the astynomos HHTFOASiPOZ TOY A0!DniinOY of his Group TI ap

parently, of which we have an example at the Agora, SS 11527,

In the enclosed small envelope are rubbings of SS 11527, of the,fabricant stamo

of thi^Slifftra SS 8602 (see Picture Book No.6, fig.62, middle) in which the device
'• A

is a herm with radiate hea^ x, Atni m. j.So 4103, Rhodian with profile head of HqIIos, probably
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of the Ist century B.C. - cf,Ho.l2 of the photo series, to which I have attached a

rubbing to show the sise# as ufell as some details.

You will want to think about these photographs and rubbings and chronological

data. If they are not going to serve you, I would be glad if you would return the

prints, especially nos. 3,4,5,6,7 and 11. If on the other hand you want to go

further with stamps. I would suggest you come tc Greece, if possible, and study our

files. This co^ld of course be done in the summer.

Please give my best greetings to Mrs, Lohmann.

Yours sincerely,

Vii^^inia Gra,oe

I assume you are not thinking yet about publioaticm. For this, the enclosod

photographs would need special permissious from, and acknowlddgomoniss to, parsons
to the need x'or permission

other than myself. An oxception^is Mr, Benachi; ha happened to call while I -wag
writing this letter, and gives his permission, if you should wish to publish the

items from his collection.
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Miss Virginia Grace
Institute for Advanced Studies
Princeton, N.J.

Beatrice Holden

Talbot House

Smith. College
Northampton, Mass
Nov.12, 1962

Dear Miss tirace,

As an honor student of Smith ^ollege, I am in the midst
of writing a thesis on the metopes of the Athena Temple at
Troy. The best preserved of the group represents as you know
Helios in his quadriga, and bears strong resemblance, I feel,
to the coins and amphora stamps of Rhodes.

Mrs. Lehmann, my advisor, has spoken highly to me of
your valuable work on amphora stamps, and has recommended
that I write you this letter in hopes that your knoxvledge on
that topic may prove of assistance. To date I have been able
to find numerous examples both in the original and in photo-^ '.^-
graphs of the Helios-headed coins of Rhodes, but unfortunately
little attempt has been made to establish their dye sequences
or chronology. I have also, during my research, come across
many allusions to the Helios amphora stamps, but with the
exception of the excellent illustration in your own pamphlet
on amphoras, have not been able to obtain photographs of
them. I am, of course, likewise interested in the stamps that
depict the entire quadriga group. With these latter though,
I have been more fortunate, and have found Illustrations in
A, Maiuri's article in Atene e Roma, 1920, Martin Nilsson's
report in Exploration Archaeologique de Rhodes V, 1909, and
in your own discussion in Hesperia, 1934.

It"is my hope in studying the amphoras to succeed where
I have failed with the coins, that is in establishing a cer
tain chronological development of style in the fourth, third,
and second centuries B.C. I would greatly appreciate it if
you would be able to recommend further bibliography on either
Helios-type stamps, or if you could tell me where I could
find them Illustrated. It is of particular importance to me
to locate pictures of the stamps possessing the radiate heads
because I would like to relate more precisely the style of the
Helios metope with the work of the Rhodian school.

Mrs. Lehmann has asked me to convey to you her regards,
and not knowing where you would be at this moment, has sug
gested that I send a carbon letter to you at the American
School in Athens. I do hope that I shall not be of any incon
venience to you, and will be deeply appreciative of any assis
tance that you are able to give me.

Yours Sincerely,

./t
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A Matter

Of Fact

lire."

fore we can organize the material

In the meanwhile* some comment

THE STATUE of Liberty
has a thirty-five-foot waist estlve*
and weighs a half million
pounds, but its "skin" is only
3/32 of an inch thick.

eebu.o _ _ ^ „ any thousands of stamped handles
The finder of these

found in Aleactndria* Xluixxftadsx is a business man. one
unusual

is this rather deli^tful kind of stamp-collecting. About
novel — uncovers

'th mounds* ancient rubbish heaps: Bach heaver rain gtves-

ice, on which the collector goes"mushrooming". His total

idy three thousand or more. The earliest of those illustra-

ibly the Thasian handle (left, center) with double-axe as

j,y date a little before 300 B*C» Above this are shown two

of probably not far from 200 B.C. The anchor and steering
on -these handles

lets by Eukrates and Aristandros'may be associated with the

I .

)S of Aphrodite Sluploia ("fair-voyage"), whose head appears
where they exist

1 The rest of the handles are Bhodian, the devicesi^ littre
radiate

being the state's arms, -the rose or the head of Helios,

both of which appear on the coins of Bhodes* The rsiistm head of the Sun Hod is

/seen once in profile^(center bottom) otherwise about full facejf, thou^ the
features are lost in the im-oressions. The famous Colossus

of Bhodes was a huge bronze statue of the Sun God that stood in the harbor.

Some think the figure wore the long dress which for some- reason was usual

for charioteers, and is familiar to us in the Charioteer of Delphi. With a

radiate head, such a t±gKxm. harbor figure must ha-ve greeted returning sailors

in something the,, same aspect as our own are greeted, in a great American harbor.
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THE STATUE of Liberty
has a thirty-five-foot waist
and weighs a half million
pounds, but its "skin" is only
3/32 of an inch thick.
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of the profits to he derived fron agriculture."
CX (.v< > «---*• ^ |~>-"

i There is a good deal of work to do before we can organize the material

80 that it will become fully informative. In the meanwhile, some comment

from what we "know in part" may prove suggestive.

CJ-^'..'

I^gure 9 presents a sampling of the many thousands of stamped handles
The finder of these

which have been found in Alenandria. UntKxftstnx is a business man, one
•unusual

of whose hobbies is this rather deli^tful kind of stamp-collecting. About
novel — uncovers

the city are earth mounds, ancient rubbish heapsJ fech heav^ rain giryes-

th^ a new surface, on which the collector goes"mushrooming". His total

harvest is already three thousand or more. The earliest of those illustra

ted is iat* probably the Thasian handle (left, center) with double-axe as

device; this may date a little before 300 B.C. Above this are shown two

Knidian handles of probably not far from 200 B.C. The anchor and steering
on these handles

oar used as signets by Eukrates and Aristandros may be associated with the

X

worship at Enidos of Aphrodite lOuploia ("Fair-voyage"), whose head appears
Enidian where they exist

on theiiLcoins. The rest of the handles are Hhodian, the de"7ice8i^ii.Htee
radiate

being the state's arms, the rose or the;head of Helios,

both of which appear on the coins of Rhodes. The TWttaAa head of the Sun Hod is

/seen once in profile'̂ (center bottom) otherwise about full facejf, thou^ the
features are lost in the impressions. Th'trmrrKiHate'xliMui The famous Colossus

of Rhodes was a huge bronze statue of the Sim God that stood in the harbor.

Some think the figure wore the long dress which for soma reason was usual

for charioteers, and is familiar to us in the Charioteer of Delphi. With a

radiate head, such a fignot harbor figure must have greeted returning sailors

in something the, same aspect as our own are greeted, in a great American harbor.
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Statue of Liberty

by Frederic August Barthoj.di, unveiled 0ct.2S,
1386. (Conunissioned soon after est. of French
republic following Franco-Prussian li\'ar, as gift
from French peopj.e to American people, but the pede
stai was paid for here, and cost nearly as much.)

Total ht of statue plus pedestal 305*6"
Stat;(ide a_one 15a'1"
Vv't of statue lbs/i.50,000

Some other figures, but no description of
how it is mede, even of ,the material.

Encycl. Br., 14.th edition
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